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Abstract
Attribute amnesia (AA) is a phenomenon in which participants have difficulty answering an unexpected question about an
attended attribute of the most recent target stimulus. A similar situation can occur in cases of real-life eyewitness identification
when the eyewitness did not explicitly try to remember the alleged perpetrator’s face despite having attended to it. We found that
AA is generalizable to novel faces, such that when participants were unexpectedly asked to identify a face, performance was
poor, even though they had just attended to that face seconds ago (N = 40 each in an initial experiment and its replication). This
finding shows that unexpected face identification is inaccurate even when the face had just been attended to and suffered minimal
decay and interference, implying that AA can explain some cases of failure of eyewitness identification that cannot be attributed
to a lack of attention or post-event interference.
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Introduction

Attribute amnesia (AA) is a phenomenon in which people are
poor at reporting an unexpectedly probed attribute, even if it
had just been attended to seconds ago (H. Chen & Wyble,
2015a, 2016).1 Generalizing this finding to novel faces can
help us understand face identification failure in real-life situa-
tions, particularly in eyewitness identification, where wit-
nesses sometimes do not realize they will be asked to identify
the potential perpetrator at the time of witnessing the crime. In
the current study, we found AAwith a set of unique and novel
face stimuli, such that having attended to a face did not guar-
antee the formation of a reportable memory representation of
its identity, even if the report was requested only several

seconds later. This observation suggests that attention to facial
attributes does not necessarily lead to accurate face identifica-
tion, and AA may partly explain inaccuracies in eyewitness
identification.

In a typical AA experiment, an attribute, such as the iden-
tity of a letter, must be attended in order to detect a target and
report its location, but participants do not expect to report the
attribute itself. At some point in the experiment, they are given
a surprise question about the attribute. For example, H. Chen
andWyble (2015a) asked participants to report the location of
a letter presented among three digits. Participants completed
155 of these location trials before unexpectedly being probed
to report the identity of the letter they had just seen on the
156th trial. Although their performance during the location
trials was near ceiling, participants were generally unable to
report the letter’s identity on the surprise trial. This is surpris-
ing according to conventional understandings of working
memory and attention because being able to detect the letter
requires attentional selection based on its orthography. Such
attentional focus is often linked to the creation of a working-
memory representation (e.g., Chun, 2011; Cowan, 2001;
Kiyonaga & Egner, 2013; Postle, 2006; Roelfsema, 2005).
In addition, AA has also been generalized to pre-surprise tasks
other than location report (e.g., H. Chen et al., 2016; H. Chen
& Wyble, 2016). For example, H. Chen and Wyble (2016)
similarly asked participants to find a letter among three digits

1 The use of the term “amnesia” in the current paper and in previous AA
studies reference Wolfe’s (1999) proposal of “inattentional amnesia,” which
describes when unattended visual information is “seen, but will be instantly
forgotten” (p.73) because vision does not necessarily start the memory-
encoding process. AA suggests that even with attention, vision does not nec-
essarily start the memory-encoding process either.
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but instructed them to report the letter’s color in the pre-
surprise trials. However, a surprise trial of the letter’s identity
was still near the chance level. Taken together, AA demon-
strates that selection based on a certain attribute is not suffi-
cient for the information of that attribute to be successfully
remembered.

AA has been replicated and extended in multiple studies
(e.g., Born et al., 2020; H. Chen et al., 2016; H. Chen &
Wyble, 2015b, 2016; H. Chen et al., 2019; W. Chen &
Howe, 2017; Y. V. Jiang et al., 2016; Swan et al., 2017;
Wyble et al., 2019), but most studies used simple, repetitive
stimuli (typically letters) as targets. We studied whether AA is
generalizable to a set of unique face stimuli, which have sub-
stantial ecological, cultural, and societal relevance. An example
of where a phenomenon such as AA could occur in a real-life
example is when an eyewitness encountered a perpetrator but
did not realize in that moment that a crimewas occurring or was
about to occur. In such a case, an eyewitness might have
attended to a perpetrator’s face without the intention to encode
it for future identification. Previous studies have shown that
various attentional failures reduced the chance of noticing a
crime and thus impaired accuracy of subsequent reports about
that event’s details (see Cutler et al., 1987; Hyman et al., 2018;
Loftus, 2005). For example, participants might have been fo-
cused on another demanding task (inattentional blindness;
Chabris et al., 2011; Rivardo et al., 2011), faced sudden visual
interruptions (change blindness; Davis et al., 2008), or been
distracted by a salient item like a weapon (the weapon focus
effect; Fawcett et al., 2011; Kocab & Sporer, 2016; Steblay,
1992). These studies show that attention is necessary for a
reportable memory to be formed. AA addresses the other side
of the relationship between attention and memory and suggests
that having paid attention is not sufficient for accurate eyewit-
ness memory even in the short term.

There are reasons whereby novel faces might be expected
to be immune to AA. Multiple lines of research suggest that
humans preferentially process faces over other types of stimuli
(see Palermo & Rhodes, 2007). For example, upright faces
required less time to be perceived through continuous flash
suppression (CFS) than inverted faces, suggesting that natu-
rally oriented faces reach awareness more readily (Y. Jiang
et al., 2007; Stein et al., 2012), and identity-specific face rep-
resentations can be formed in as short as 75 ms (Tanaka,
2001). Task-irrelevant faces can also capture attention and
impair task performance (Bindemann et al., 2005; Lavie
et al., 2003). Moreover, researchers comparing short-term
memory for faces and other real-world objects estimated that
faces enjoy higher capacity limit (Curby & Gauthier, 2007) or
memory resolution (Scolari et al., 2008). It would thus be
instructive to determine whether a “face advantage” can be
observed in an AA experiment, i.e., whether face identifica-
tion accuracy in the surprise trial would be as high as the
following control trial.

Another reason to doubt that AA would be observed for
novel faces is that some classes of novel stimuli had been
shown to be immune from AA (H. Chen et al., 2019; W.
Chen & Howe, 2017). For example, when H. Chen et al.
(2019) used a set of unique, non-repeating line-drawing stim-
uli as targets, the surprise trial accuracy was as high as the
following control trials (H. Chen et al., 2019). This modera-
tion effect from target repetition with similar pictorial stimuli
was also demonstrated earlier by W. Chen and Howe (2017)
with a set of colored pictures of real-life objects. In contrast to
both studies, letter targets exhibit AA whether they repeat
across the experiment or not (H. Chen & Wyble, 2016).
These results together show that target repetition and the type
of target stimuli interactively affect AA. Thus, the use of
unique faces in the current study also tests whether the ab-
sence of AAwith unique targets is extendable to another set of
stimuli.

Methods

In the current study, we investigated AA with photorealistic,
artificially generated faces from the NVIDIA StyleGAN
(Karras et al., 2019). The faces from this GAN were sampled
with algorithms developed by Baylies (2020) and refined by
Mugno et al. (2020), which can be downloaded from https://
osf.io/5cqw8/. This face generator allowed us to build a big
enough set of face stimuli such that each face would appear
only once in the experiment. The paradigm was also modified
relative to the original AA study (H. Chen&Wyble, 2015a) to
reduce the difficulty of the surprise test by using a longer and
unmasked search array (see Methods), which should allow
information to be encoded effectively (Vogel et al., 2006;
Woodman & Vogel, 2008). The surprise question was also
shorter, reducing the interference from extra information at
retrieval (Makovski et al., 2008; Souza et al., 2016). These
modifications made it unlikely that report failures on the sur-
prise trial are due to capacity limitations in encoding and
retrieval.

To foreshadow our key result, despite these modifications
to make the surprise test simpler, AA was present for unique
faces. Only about half of the participants were able to report
the identity of the target face on the surprise trial, even though
they were able to locate the target at near ceiling levels in the
pre-surprise trials and could easily report the target identity in
the control trials after the surprise.

Participants

The initial experiment and the replication had separate
sample sizes of 40 participants each, doubling that of H.
Chen and Wyble’s (2015a) original study. The initial sam-
ple size was set to detect a minimum of 30% accuracy
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increase from the surprise trial to the first control trial (see
Design).2 Note that the findings were replicated using the
same sample size. Participants completed the experiment
on their personal computers as the experiment was hosted
online. For the initial experiment, 41 participants were
recruited from the Penn State University subject pool in
exchange for course credits. Forty-five additional partici-
pants were recruited from Prolific.co for the replication,
and each was compensated with US$1.11. After excluding
participants who performed near chance (≤ 25%) in either
the pre-surprise location trials or the control trials, data
from 40 participants in each experiment were analyzed
(initial experiment: MAge = 19.3 years, SD = 1.57 years,
26 female; replication experiment: MAge = 24.8 years, SD
= 6.07 years, 19 female). The experiments were approved
by the institutional review board at Penn State University.

Stimuli

The faces used in the study were generated from a mod-
ified version of StyleGAN, a generative adversarial net-
work developed by Karras et al. (2019). Each face is
completely artificial and uniquely generated within a
space of 512 possible dimensions using the algorithms
developed by Mugno et al. (2020). Faces were further
selected such that they do not have highly distinguishing
features like glasses. Each face was given a centered cir-
cular crop (diameter = 250 px) with a Gaussian blur radi-
us of 10 px. The circular crop removes backgrounds and
other outstanding attributes such as the hair and the shirt
collar. The resultant images were then resized for the ex-
periment (see below). There were 47 young faces and 96
adult faces selected, with the young serving as targets and
the adult as distractors; no face was repeated in the exper-
iment (Fig. 1).

Design

The trial sequence is shown in Fig. 2. Each trial began with a
black fixation cross (height = 30 px) in the center of a white
background, displayed for a random interval between 800 and
1,800 ms. This was followed by the search array lasting 2,000
ms, where one young face and three adult faces (diameter =
225 px) were placed in a square arrangement, each centered
198 px from the fixation cross. Note that the exact stimulus
sizes and positions depend on the resolution of the partici-
pant’s personal computers. The target and distractor locations

randomly varied from trial to trial. This was followed by a
blank delay of 500 ms. In the first 27 trials, a location screen
followed the delay and assigned numbers (1, 2, 3, 4) that
correspond to the locations of the faces in the search array.
Participants were asked to input the number corresponding to
the location of the target young face and were promptly given
feedback.

On trial 28 (the surprise trial) an unexpected task was
presented following the delay. The target face along with
three unseen young faces from the same pool were ran-
domly arranged in a horizontal line, with corresponding
numbers (5, 6, 7, 8) below them. Participants were asked
to input the number that corresponds to the target face
they had just seen on the previous search array. After this
surprise question, they were asked to report the location
using the same prompt that they were accustomed to.
Trials 29–32 repeated this new pattern, acting as controls.
Note that the exact wording of the questions can also be
found in Fig. 2. Due to experimenter error, one adult face
was included with the young face set, meaning that there
was a 2.1% (1/47) chance that this adult face was the
target face in the surprise trial and a 6.4% chance (3/47)
that this adult face was one of the foils in the surprise
identity question. Note that these probabilities also apply
to the first control trial, and thus the validity of comparing
the surprise and first control accuracy was not compro-
mised. In the replication experiment, this adult face was
replaced with a young face. This adult face was never
included in the adult face set.

Results

The principal results of the initial experiment are summarized
in Table 1A. The pre-surprise accuracy was 92%, showing
that participants were able to identify and locate the youn-
gest face easily. However, the accuracy of the surprise
identity trial was 50%, meaning that only 20 out of the
40 participants answered it correctly. In contrast, the ac-
curacy in the first control trial was 90%. To test whether
accuracy improved from the surprise to the first control
trial, we employed the pairwise trinomial sign test3 (Bian
et al., 2009) which signified a highly significant result, n+
(number of participants who answered the surprise

2 In detail, we ran the trinomial test (Bian et al., 2009; see Results for the
parameters it considers) with simulated data of sample sizes starting from N
= 10, with 10-sample increments. For each sample size, data were simulated to
generate the most conservative estimate of statistical significance such that Nd/
N = 0.3 and n- approaches its maximum possible value. At N = 40, with Nd =
12, n+ = 26, n- = 14, simulated p = .040.

3 Previous AA studies primarily used the chi-square test to assess the signif-
icance of the difference between single-trial accuracies. However, in the sur-
prise versus first control accuracy comparison, each participant contributes to
two cells of the chi-square contingency table, which violates the independence
assumption of the test (McHugh, 2013). Such paired observations are better
assessedwith a sign test. We used the trinomial test, which is an iteration of the
binomial test that takes into consideration the presence of ties (Bian et al.,
2009). The test statistics, Nd is given by |n+ - n-| and accompanied by a
bootstrapped 95% CI. The decision to use the trinomial test was made without
first performing a chi-square test.
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question incorrectly but the first control question correct-
ly) = 17, n- (number of participants who answered the
surprise question correctly but then answered the first
control question incorrectly) = 1, n0 (number of partici-
pants who answered both questions correctly or both in-
correctly) = 22, Nd = 16, p < .001, 95% CI [9, 23].

Results from the replication study agreed (Table 1B). Pre-
surprise accuracy was 95%. Only 24 out of the 40 participants
answered the surprise identity question correctly (60%),
which was significantly lower than the number of people
who got the first control question correct (83%), n+ = 12, n-
= 3, n0 = 25, Nd = 9, p = .0138, 95% CI [2, 16].

Fig. 1 Stimuli used in the experiments. Each face appeared only once in
each experiment. a Young faces used as targets in all trials and foil
options in the identity task in trials 28–32. The set after replacing the
erroneously included adult face is shown (see main text). b Adult faces

used as distractors in the search arrays. c Enlarged figure of one of the
young faces (left) and one of the adult faces (right). All of these faces are
generated artificially using an adversarial network
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Discussion

We reported and replicated the first observation of AA with
unique faces. Participants performed near ceiling in the pre-
surprise trials during which they reported the location of the
youngest face among distractor adult faces. However, when
they were unexpectedly asked to report the identity of the
young target face on a surprise trial, accuracy was 50% and

60%, respectively, suggesting that having attended to and se-
lected the face did not produce a reportable memory represen-
tation in the surprise trial, even if the surprise question was
presented only several seconds after the search array.
Importantly, the identity question accuracy increased in the
first subsequent control trial, showing that participants could
memorize the face identity accurately if they expected its
report.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the experiment. After a fixation with a
random duration between 800 and 1,800 ms, participants were presented
with four faces for 2,000 ms, during which they were to memorize the
location of the youngest face (bottom right in the current example). After
a delay of 500 ms, they would see the text “Select the location of the

young face” and report the location by pressing a number key. On the
surprise trial and the control trials, they were probed with the text “Select
the young face you saw” to select the target face they had just seen among
four young faces before completing the location task. The figure is not
drawn to scale

Table 1 Summary of results. The reaction time (RT) of the surprise trial
is reported separately for participants who answered the question accu-
rately (A) and inaccurately (IA). Otherwise, only reaction times of correct

trials are shown. (A) Results from the initial experiment. (B) Results from
the replication

Pre-
surprise

Surprise Control 1 Control 2 Control 3 Control 4

A

Location Accuracy 92% 78% 92% 93% 95% 88%

RT (s) 1.00 3.90 1.47 0.97 1.13 0.85

Identity Accuracy NA 50% 90% 95% 93% 90%

RT (s) NA 6.72 (A)
6.70 (IA)

2.40 2.74 2.22 2.37

B

Location Accuracy 95% 60% 95% 95% 83% 100%

RT (s) 0.83 3.95 1.47 1.21 0.90 0.93

Identity Accuracy NA 60% 83% 88% 93% 98%

RT (s) NA 6.96 (A)
10.97 (IA)

2.90 2.67 2.14 2.07

NA not applicable
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AA with face targets

The current study shows that AA can occur with face stimuli
that have been theorized to be preferentially detected, identi-
fied, and remembered (Curby & Gauthier, 2007; Y. Jiang
et al., 2007; Scolari et al., 2008; Stein et al., 2012; Tanaka,
2001), and possibly capture attention (Bindemann et al., 2005;
Lavie et al., 2003). Furthermore, the results have potential
bearings on failures of eyewitness identification. Witnesses
who attempt to identify the perpetrator from a line-up may
not have expected to be required to do so at the time of
witnessing the crime, analogous to the surprise identity task
in the current study. Eyewitness identification is deemed more
believable if the witnesses report that they paid attention dur-
ing the crime (Bradfield & Wells, 2000; Palmer et al., 2013),
and previous research has indeed shown that attentional fail-
ures impede awareness of and knowledge about the crime (see
Cutler et al., 1987; Hyman et al., 2018; Loftus, 2005). Our
data further show that having paid attention is not always
suff icient for identif icat ion of a face, even at a
short encoding-test latency: an unexpected identification task
yielded poor accuracy for a face that was attended several
seconds ago. Thus, the expectation of memory report should
be explicitly controlled or manipulated in related studies
(which has been shown to not be the case; Baldassari et al.,
2021), as encoding cannot be assumed from participants hav-
ing paid attention in such studies. It is also important to note
that this gap between attention and intention of encoding is
more observable when participants are entrenched in a cover
task, such as in the current design where participants complet-
ed 27 pre-surprise location report trials before the surprise
identity report trial. Report of unexpected attributes tends to
be better, though still impaired at the start of an experiment
(Eitam et al., 2013) and develops over the first few dozen trials
(Wyble et al., 2019). Future research will also be required to
study AA under more realistic, crime-scene-like contexts.

Factors other than attentional failures also affect the accu-
racy of eyewitness identification (Wells, 2002). For example,
memory might be biased by misleading information encoun-
tered between the time of memory formation and report
(Loftus, 2005). However, such post-event misinformation is
absent in our case as the identity report was presented after a
500-ms blank delay that followed the search array.
Unconscious transference (falsely identifying an innocent
bystander; Loftus, 1976) should also play a minimal role in
the current study, as the foil options were always novel faces
that had not appeared in the experiment before. However, we
cannot rule out the possibility that pre-event misinformation
contributed to the identification failure (Eakin et al., 2003), for
example, via erroneous conjunctions of features from different
faces seen before the surprise trial (Reinitz et al., 1992). In
addition, our subjects were provided with a forced-choice task
and had no opportunity to opt out of choosing a face.

Therefore, our findings do not distinguish between failures
to retrieve any information about the facial identity (i.e., low
confidence, or guessing), or retrieving an inaccurate memory
with high confidence.

The current AA effect was also observed with a paradigm
that minimized the chance that report failures on the surprise
trial were due to capacity limitations of encoding or retrieval
as the surprise question was made easier compared to the
original study by H. Chen and Wyble (2015a). In addition to
the search array being presented for 2,000 ms (compared to
150ms in the original), the current paradigm eliminatedmasks
after the search array. If participants were encoding the target
face identity, they should have been able to do so, as the
presentation time was well above the time estimated for de-
tecting an identity-specific face (Tanaka, 2001) and remem-
bering at least two different faces (Curby & Gauthier, 2007).
Also, a much shorter, five-word surprise question was used
compared to the 26-word question in the original AA paper,
thus interference at test should have been reduced (Makovski
et al., 2008; Souza et al., 2016; Tabi et al., 2019). Despite
these modifications to the procedure, AA was still present.
The inability to report the face’s identity despite these simpli-
fications reinforces the likelihood that AA reflects a lack of
memory-encoding effort towards an attended stimulus, rather
than capacity limitations in encoding or retrieval due to the
task design. This is consistent with previous evidence suggest-
ing that AA reflects a reduced effort in memory encoding
despite attention (H. Chen & Wyble, 2016).

AA with unique targets

In previous work, when target stimuli were reused across tri-
als, AA was present regardless of the target type (H. Chen
et al., 2019). However, AA was observed with unique letter
targets (H. Chen &Wyble, 2016; H. Chen et al., 2019) but not
unique pictorial targets (H. Chen et al., 2019; W. Chen &
Howe, 2017). Therefore, it seems that target repetition and
stimulus characteristics of the target set interactively affect
the presence of AA. In the current study using unique face
stimuli as targets, AA was present, demonstrating that the
target repetition boundary condition is not extendable to our
stimuli set.

Stimulus type aside, multiple other factors have been iden-
tified to affect whether/how much AA can be observed. That
set includes the type of the surprise question (Swan et al.,
2017), the surprise attribute (H. Chen & Wyble, 2015b), and
the number of pre-surprise trials (Wyble et al., 2019).
However, these factors are unlikely to explain the poor accu-
racy on the surprise trial in this study. The current surprise
question type (four-alternative force choice) and surprise at-
tribute (identity) were similar to that in H. Chen et al. (2019)
and W. Chen and Howe (2017). While AA has been found to
be attenuated with fewer pre-surprise trials (Wyble et al.,
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2019), the number of pre-surprise trials in the current study
(27) is the same as in H. Chen et al. (2019); moreover, W.
Chen and Howe (2017) failed to find AAwith unique pictorial
targets even with 155 pre-surprise trials. Further studies would
be required to identify critical stimulus characteristics of a
target set that influence whether unique targets would show
AA. Another point of interest is to investigate how the surprise
trial accuracy for faces would alter with the use of different
criteria for target selection (e.g., locating a female face among
male faces in the pre-surprise trials). A selection criterion that
encourages more elaborate processing of the face identity
might improve surprise identification performance.

Conclusion

We found AA with unique face targets. It shows that people
have difficulty recognizing a face when they did not expect to
have to recognize it, even if they just attended to and selected
the face seconds ago. Our finding provides an important
bridge for the AA effect to be understood in a more applied
context, i.e., eyewitness identification. In addition, our work
expands a boundary condition of AA by showing that the
occurrence of AA with unique targets is not restricted to the
use of simple stimuli such as letters.
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1734220 awarded to author B. W. We thank Dr. Ira Hyman, an anony-
mous reviewer, and members of theWybleLab for helpful comments and
insights. Stimuli, experiment script, and data are available at http://osf.io/
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